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YET ANOTHER CLOUD DAB SYSTEM GOES ON-AIR IN SLOVAKIA 

Linköping, Sweden, 2016-07-18   for immediate release 

Paneda has provided a complete DAB+ Head-End system to the system integrator AVIS in Slovakia. 

The system has recently been 

turned on and is now on-air 

with 6 DAB+ services in the 

south west region of Slovakia 

and is partly cover the capital 

city Bratislava. The system 

provided by Paneda includes 

multiplexers and audio 

encoders and is realized as a 

Cloud DAB solution using no 

hardware.   

The new Paneda generation of broadcast system sets a new standard of cost effective, compact and 

fully featured system, easy to operate and providing highest reliability.  
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About the Paneda Group:  

Paneda develops and sells DAB related equipment on an international market. Up to this date Paneda has delivered 110 tunnel systems in 

Norway and further on also operates its own digital TV network in Norway having over 200 transmitter sites. Paneda also expands its 

market shares on the international arena with its DAB Head-End range of components.  

PRESS RELEASE 

Lars-Peder Lundgren, Sales Manager of the Paneda group says:  

“Paneda sets a new standard with its easy to setup and fast delivery of our DAB in the Cloud solution. 

Once again we have been able to prove the brilliance of such systems providing the most cost efficient 

and robust solution and another customer can now enjoy a problem free future with an zero hardware 

solution with all features enabled” 

Michal Kasuba, Manager of AVIS Ltd. says:  

“Impressing that we were able to be on-air a few days after we started the discussion with Paneda, and 

the complete system has been installed remotely without our involvement and we just needed to learn 

the easy to understand web interface, the Paneda team has really been great with their efforts and 

support and we are looking forward to now enjoy DAB+ in our region”  
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